


BARÚ

Baru is an undiscovered treasure that dazzles by the 
contrast of its white beach and beautiful waters, with an 
immense biodiversity that connects travelers with nature in 
the midst of the tranquility of the Atlantic Ocean.

Located in the insular zone, 40 minutes away from 
Cartagena, Baru has a great cultural identity, thanks to the 
influence of their communities that inherited a history of 
more than 400 years.

Its unique and incomparable charm makes it a perfect 
destination for weddings and high-profile events due to its 
beautiful scenery that invites you to live experiences 
providing wellness and emotion at the same place.

 WEDDING DESTINATION



At the Sofitel Barú Calablanca Beach Resort every space and detail are unique 
and inspiring. It has comfortable and modern rooms including a wide range of 
suites, all with exceptional views of the Caribbean Sea. It offers innovative 
cuisine that takes you on a culinary journey from local menus, Asian offerings, to 
exquisite Mediterranean dishes. A world-class spa with rituals that activate the 
body and mind, a convention center with 6 meeting rooms and cutting-edge 
technology, in addition to the beautiful white sand beach and crystal-clear water, 
which is part of the offer of scenarios to frame your weddings and events.

THE HOTEL





Unique landscapes, a heavenly place with a turquoise blue 
sea, white beaches with the best climate in the Caribbean 
that blends with the history and the personal stamp of each 
couple, are the benefits offered by the Baru destination to 
make dreams come true. Sofitel Baru Calablanca Beach 
Resort has prepared the best scenarios in the midst of this 
surprising and fantastic atmosphere, a high-level 
gastronomy, and a qualified team ready to exceed your 
expectations and make your day a memorable event.

SOFITEL BARU WEDDINGS
AS YOU ALWAYS DREAMED IT



SERVICE
Our crew of ambassadors reflect the unique experience of a stay at 
Sofitel, capturing sophistication, elegance and attention to detail that 
distinguish the brand, providing the advice and accompaniment at the 
level required for such an important event.



Nathalia Guaus, Photography

INSPIRING GASTRONOMY
The exquisite and innovative gastronomic of the hotel with exotic mixtures of 
different cultures, including the requirements of Kosher cuisine, enhance the 
success of your event with the best selection of native menus, with the 
freshest and most natural products to please the most demanding palates. Our 
kitchen team, led with a vast experience by the executive Chef Patrice Guaus, 
endorsing our promise to provide a unique and captivating dining experience.



Sofitel Barú Calablanca Beach Resort has 
unique and inspiring spaces to make your 
dreams come true. An oasis in the middle of 
the Caribbean Sea that will make all your 
celebrations the perfect events.

MEMORABLE
SPACES



LA PÉRGOLA
ROOFTOP

An exceptional outdoor space with a 360º view of the turquoise sea, 
mixed with the colors of the sunset and the sea breeze, creating the 

perfect setting to celebrate your ceremony or reception.

BANQUETS
100 PAX

CEREMONY
150 PAX

COCKTAIL
150 PAX

IMPERIAL
40 PAX



The design of each of the pools and water mirrors of the Sofitel Barú hotel 
Calablanca Beach Resort, reflect spectacular and envious spaces creating 

unique and versatile events.

Calablanca beach is pure inspiration. A dream space, where your events and 
celebrations will combine the Caribbean and relaxed style of these beautiful white 
sandy beaches with the chic and sophisticated touch, typical of Sofitel's style.

COCKTAIL
430 PAX

BANQUET
350 PAX

POOLS AND WATER MIRRORS

CEREMONY
200 PAX

BANQUETE
230 PAX

COCKTAIL
230 PAX

CALABLANCA BEACH

CEREMONY
400 PAX



A space for meetings and events with cutting-edge technologies in its more 
than 900 square meters distributed in 6 rooms that will meet your needs.

A versatile venue that can be divide and transform into three more 
comfortable rooms for more intimate ceremonies and events or terraces 

according to your expectations.

CONVENTION CENTER

KALAMARÍ SALON

CEREMONY
230 PAX

BANQUET
180 PAX

COCKTAIL
250 PAX

IMPERIAL
100 PAX



A space full of natural light, ideal for smaller and reserved events and 
ceremonies. It also offers the option of terraces according to your 

expectations.

The spectacular hall of the convention center, a large 
and open area that will be the appropriate setting 
for ceremonies, cocktails, and outdoor receptions.

CEREMONY
100 PAX

COCKTAIL
120 PAX

IMPERIAL
40 PAX

KALAMARÍ FOYER
BANQUET
200 PAX

COCKTAIL
300 PAX

CAREX SALON

BANQUET
70 PAX



ACCOMODATION
Each of the 187 beautiful and modern rooms, including the 22 suites and the 
Presidential Suite, have different features that suits romantic evenings as well as all 
their guests needs. They feature last generation equipment, minibar, safe deposit 
box, exclusive line of amenities, "MyBed®" bedding concept and amenities, pillow 
menu, Wi-Fi, as well as a private balcony where you can enjoy the wonderful view 
of the turquoise sea that only the island of Baru can offer.



We amplify our lodging offer with multiple benefits for you and your guests:

• Special rate for all wedding guests during the stages of the event.

• Complimentary wedding night for the bride and groom in the junior suites with 
the unique experience of our exclusive "Floating Breakfast" on your first 
morning of marriage.

• Personalized Hotel information piece with wedding details, includes the link 
for reservations through the web with the direct assistance of our sales and 
reservations team, according to your preferences.

• Additional rate benefits for booking two or more SOFITEL properties in the 
country.

FOR YOUR WEDDING
OR EVENT



N. OF ROOMS TYPE OF ROOMS

155

9

7

5

4

1

5

1

SUPERIOR 

LUXURY ROOMS

JUNIOR SUITE

BARÚ SUITE

PRESTIGE SUITE

OPERA SUITE

CALABLANCA FAMILY SUITE

PRESIDENTIAL SUITE

TOTAL NUMBER OF ROOMS187



Moments of experiences at SOFITEL SPA in a space 
where traditions and latest generation techniques 
are combined to stimulate and balance the energies 
of the body and mind through treatments and rituals 
specially selected to provide a sense of tranquility, 
relaxation, and direct connection with nature.
Our double cabin with jacuzzi specially designed for 
couples, with signature treatments is the perfect 
idea for the most special days.

SOFITEL SPA



Each space of the hotel has strict biosecurity measures that guarantee the tranquility 

and comfort of the visitors, complying with the social distancing protocols required, not 

only for local governments, but also by the Accor group through the ALL SAFE Seal , the 

renowned auditing firm Bureau Veritas, which guarantees that Sofitel Barú Calablanca 

Beach Resort complies with all the required levels of cleanliness and disinfection.

ALL SAFE



+57 317 6383261

RESERVAS.BARU@SOFITEL.COM

WWW.SOFITELBARUCALABLANCA.COM R
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CONTACT
PAMELA OROZCO 
Conference Services Manager

Cel: +57 316 010 9116
Email: pamela.orozco@sofitel.com
Sector Porto NAO, Km 7, Isla de Barú 
Cartagena de Indias, Colombia


